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Salute to Leonard Bernstein

SMITH  The Star-Spangled Banner
BERNSTEIN  Candide: Overture
BERNSTEIN  On the Town: Three Dance Episodes
             The Great Lover
             Lonely Town: Pas de deux
             Times Square 1944
BERNSTEIN  On the Waterfront: Symphonic Suite

INTERMISSION

BERNSTEIN/SONDHEIM  Selections from West Side Story
             Prologue
             Something’s Coming
             Somewhere
             Mambo
             Cha-Cha
             Maria
             SARAH FACHADA
             SHARON JUNKEN
             ROBERT RANDLE

Concert Sponsors

Northern Utilities  Public Cable

Please recycle your program by placing it carefully in the recycling container near the exit.
Floral arrangements courtesy of Harmon’s Flowers/Barton’s Florist.
Please turn off all electronic devices with alarms during the concert.
The use of photographic and recording equipment during the concert is strictly prohibited.
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